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Abstract
Lifelogging is a raising field nowadays with the normalization of many
devices that collect data from our daily routines. Egocentric cameras are
particularly interesting devices that allow us to capture very rich information
about the life of the wearer, including his/her social interactions, activities
and contexts where he or she spends the day. Context or scene is one of
the things that influences us most, in almost every aspect of our lives, and
also one of the most challenging things to log, analyze and visualize with an
automatic device.
But, among all kind of contexts, one of the most important is the one
related with food. We are what we eat, and we eat depending on where
we are. So, in order to keep track of a person’s relation with food related
environments, we are going to propose a deep learning based approach in
order to perform food related scene recognition in images gathered from an
egocentric camera.
We explore in detail and propose an optimal framework for food related
environment recognition. Moreover, we introduce a new egocentric dataset
called Egoplaces, that contains over 60.000 thousand labeled images dis-
tributed in 28 categories, corresponding to 27 food related scenes and one
non food related, and we propose several techniques to automatically classify
the environment the user is seeing.
We had to face several challenges, including a small amount of images,
images with small range of view and noise, and, particularly, the problem of
having a very unbalanced dataset. We propose several techniques to deal with
it, using deep convolutional networks to do the classification, and varying the
training strategy. We explore the possibilities of learning incrementally by
doing several training iterations introducing new categories in each, choos-
ing the most frequent labels first. We also propose a hierarchical learning
strategy, by exploiting the semantic relations among the labels, and learning
from less to more specific. We explore the possibility of applying Bayesian
inference when doing hierarchical classification. Finally, we propose to in-
troduce repeated images in our dataset in order to overcome the unbalanced
problem, and a post-classification smoothing technique based on K-Nearest
Neighbours algorithm that exploits the fact of egocentric images coming in
a sequence.
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1Introduction
It is well known that the environment where a person spends time usually
influences in his or her behaviour, habits, and even health. For instance, a
person that spends eight hours a day in a depressing environment, such a
small, closed, poorly illuminated office is often sad, or stressed, while other
whose office is bigger, open, better illuminated is likely happier with the job,
even if the conditions are more or less the same for both. Still, someone that
spends twelve hours a day in the office, even if it is well illuminated, big, and
open, will probably be stressed anyway.
Of course, this is applied to our food habits too. Supermarket companies
know perfectly well that our environment will influence our buying habits,
and they play with the arrangement of the products, colors and appearance
of the wrappers, and even with the music, to sell more and get more benefit.
Only the fact of being surrounded by food makes us feel tempted, that is
why one of the first advices to someone who wants to lose weight is not to
go to the supermarket when he or she is hungry [1].
Also, certain places can make you change your eating behaviour. We all
can relate: we eat more in certain situations, such as parties, than at home.
And obviously, we will eat more if we see food constantly than if we do not
(same feeling of temptation that we experience at the supermarket). And
not only the sight plays a role in that, but also other senses, such as the
smell: everyone has walked in front of a bakery shop and felt immediately
hungry.
The point here is that something as simple as where we are, can have
direct impact on our habits and, by extension, on our health. In this Master
Thesis we will focus on the identification of food related environments, as
eating is one of the most important aspects to consider when we talk about
maintaining a good health.
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1.1 The problem
Saying that we want to identify food related environments sounds very sim-
ple, but how to do it is a little bit more complex. For the correct under-
standing of this Master Thesis, we are obliged to introduce two concepts:
lifelogging and deep learning.
1.1.1 Lifelogging
We can infer its meaning from the very name: logging of the life. This could
mean writing a very exhaustive diary of your daily activity, but it is actually
focused in gathering data automatically, by carrying a device. This device
can be a simple smartphone (Google Fit counts our steps), or a wearable,
such as a smartwatch, activity trackers (such as FitBit), wearable cameras,
pedometers, etc.
These devices collect data (images, sounds, videos, location, speed, car-
diac frequency, etc), and sometimes analyse it, providing the user with in-
formation about his or her habits, such as steps walked, hours slept, etc.
The main characteristic of most lifelogging devices as physical trackers is
that they cover a limited information: number of steps, heart rate, Face-
book messages, etc. In contrast, wearable cameras allow to capture much
richer information: taking pictures frequently they can capture the activities
the person is doing, events he/she participated, environments he/she visited
and social interactions he/she took. Therefore, we will be working with ego-
centric cameras, wearable devices that in particular, capture pictures of our
environments (trying to emulate our vision), but they do not perform any
kind of analysis of the data. This latter part will be our work. Wearable
cameras are able to generate huge amount of images due to their continuous
image collection (2-3 pm 1500 per day, 70000 per year). This information is
very rough since there is no any person behind to choose what to capture
and how to focus the image. Hence, we need powerful techniques in order to
analyze this huge amount of data and extract meaningful information.
1.1.2 Deep learning
Deep Learning is a branch of the field of Machine Learning that has been
recently revolutionizing the field of Artificial Intelligence and in particular,
Computer Vision. Machine learning consists in creating software able to
solve problems what they are not specifically programmed for. This means,
software able to learn and to apply that learnt knowledge. Usually, this
software is created by algorithms that have two phases: first, learning (also
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called training) from data, and then testing, or applying the learnt knowledge
to new data. There are several types of algorithms, but we will focus in Deep
Learning, which is based mainly on Neural Networks.
Deep Learning has become a great revolution in the latter years, and
nowadays is applied widely in computer vision and natural language process-
ing, getting very good results, outperforming all the other techniques in most
cases.
1.1.3 Scene recognition
When considering the problem of place classification, a synonym expression
is scene classification or scene recognition. It can also be called environment
classification or recognition, and we will use the terms indistinctly.
There are several datasets available for different machine learning tasks.
One of the most well known is ImageNET[2], focused on image classification
and object detection. Of course, there are also other datasets focused specif-
ically in scene recognition tasks. Some of them, as ImageNET, also organise
an yearly challenge where different research groups propose new approaches
to scene classification, and because of that, it is easy to find state of the art
techniques applied to these datasets.
One example is the 15-scene dataset[3], which has 15 scene categories
with 200-400 images each. It is a relatively small dataset, and is used as
benchmark to test generalization for several methods.
A bigger dataset is LSUN dataset, (Large-scale Scene Understanding),
that contains around one million images for ten scene categories, and organ-
ises an yearly challenge on Scene Recognition [4].
Also known is the MIT Indoor[5], which has 67 scene categories, with
at least 100 images per class, being a precedent of the Places dataset, the
biggest and best known scene recognition dataset.
Places had originally 205 categories[6], but was later extended with new
categories, and renamed Places2. Places2[7] had over 400 scene categories.
Nowadays, some classes have been deleted or combined to have Places365
dataset, which has, as its name suggests, 365 scenes categories.
Places organises its challenge every year and therefore, several techniques
and approaches are shared. Although some proposals are not published, it is
a good source of state of the art scene recognition techniques. Some of them
will be commented in the State of the art chapter.
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1.2 Motivation and goals
In this work, our goal is to explore and propose an optimal framework for
food related environment recognition in conventional and egocentric images.
We apply the hypothesis that deep learning techniques provide a powerful
tool to identify food related environments, differentiating among the different
food scenes, in both standard and egocentric images.
In both cases, we must try to get the highest possible accuracy, but in
egocentric images we must face difficult challenges, due to the very limited
quality of the images.
Figure 1.1: Intra-class variability: two instances of the same class,
restaurant, [7]
We must highlight that image-based scene recognition is not an easy task
for any kind of images, even for human level. In the regular images, we
must face a huge intra-class variance in addition to an even bigger inter-class
similarity. In other words: one category can have very different appearance
depending on the particular instances, but at the same time images of two
categories can look very similar, although being semantically different. For
instance: a pizzeria is a kind of restaurant, we cannot know if we are in
a pizzeria unless we see the pizza, the menu, or a sign saying so. On the
other hand, there are very different kind of restaurants, with very different
arrangements.
Also, the classification of some instances may be highly subjective. In
Spain, it is very common to be in a kind of local where you can have a coffee,
a breakfast, a beer, a cup of wine or a soda, all in the same place. Some call
this place a bar, while others may call it coffee-shop. Also, some categories
are semantically included in others (see Figure 1.3): pizzeria and fast-food
restaurant are both restaurants, so the way to classify these instances may
be totally up to the person who does it.
Egocentric images have all these problems and some more. To start, they
usually have much smaller field of view (80, 90 up to 120 degree) than regular
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(a) Restaurant (b) Bar
Figure 1.2: Inter-class similarity[7]
(a) Restaurant (b) Pizzeria
Figure 1.3: Inter-class similarity[7]
images. In Places dataset, images are usually taken in order to capture the
essence of the scene, and are normally focused and of good quality, but
egocentric images are captured automatically and non-intentionally (nobody
focused the camera on a specific environment). It depends on the user, and, if
he or she is moving, the image may appear blurry, and may be focusing things
not very relevant for the identification of the scene. As we personally labeled
most of them, and revised all, we noticed that image-based classification is
difficult. There are many cases of noise and occlusion. In many occasions the
user focuses the camera to the ceiling, the wall or the floor, making difficult
to guess in what kind of environment he or she is. It is also frequent to cover
part or all the picture with coats, scarfs, the hands or even the hair if the
user wears it long. Many times we found ourselves classifying the images
basing ourselves in the images we had seen immediately before and after, as
they come in a sequence. So, we must assume that image based classification
is not enough.
In addition, we have very few images of some categories. They usually
correspond to not very frequent places to visit, or places where the user does
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(a) Partial occlusion by clothes (b) Total occlusion by hair
Figure 1.4: Examples of occlusion in egocentric images, class supermarket
(a) Wall, kitchen (b) Ceiling, supermarket
Figure 1.5: Examples of noise in egocentric images
not spend much time. This is why, for egocentric images, we will also look
at the time distributed classification: if we are able to identify the period
of time the user was in a food related environment, we can say the result is
acceptable, even if it has some error range.
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2State of the art
In this chapter, we review the state of the art in Scene Recognition focused
on the biggest dataset, Places365, as well as the latest advances in Egocentric
Scene Recognition.
2.1 Places365
MIT releases every year a paper summarizing the updates made to its dataset,
as well as providing the results for standard CNN architectures. We are
considering the 2016’s paper[7], the latest published when this work was in
development.
Table 2.1: Comparison of several CNNs on Places365.[7]
As we can see in Table 2.1, VGG seems to be the best performing archi-
tecture. If we look at the generalization results in Table 2.2 the Hybrid VGG
(trained in both ImageNET and Places365) seems to be better in average,
although not individually for all.
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Table 2.2: Comparison of several CNNs trained on places365 and their
generalization to other scene and objects datasets.[7]
2.1.1 Places Challenge
Even if these are good reference results, the real state of the art is found
in Places Challenge. This year, the winner was Hikvision research team[8],
who used several architectures, combinations of them, and variations. They
decided to focus on deep Inception-style networks, and not-so-deep residuals,
as they performed better than others. With a combination of these networks
with data augmentation techniques, and label shuﬄing and smoothing, they
managed to get an error smaller than 9% in Places335 validation set, and
9,01% of top-5 error in the test set. Unfortunately, they have not released
a paper, so we only have the information published by Places365 challenge.
The second team (MW, 10.19% top5-error) and the third one (Trimps-
Soushen team, 10.3 top-5 error) provided even less information, but the
fourth winner provided more details. Called the SIAT MMLAB team, they
based their approach on Knowledge-Guided Disambiguation[9]. They also
defended that, since scene recognition is a complex problem with multi-scale
features, by combining two networks trained on images of different sizes (and
therefore learning features of different scales), they will get a better classifi-
cation.
Their chosen architecture is Batch Normalization Inception, with two
variations: the standard one, with which they learnt features from images of
256x256, and a deeper one, with two more convolutional layers, from which
they learnt with 386x386 pictures. They combined the knowledge of both
networks by adding the final scores obtained by both.
As we can see in table 2.3, both nets separately outperformed AlexNet
and VGGNet results in ImageNet, Places and Places2, and got even better
results combined.
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Figure 2.1: Multiresolution CNNs.[9]
Table 2.3: MultiResolution CNNs Error Results on Validation set of Places,
Places2 and ImageNet.[9]
With this, they addressed the knowledge-guided disambiguation problem
from two perspectives:
1. Knowledge from confusion matrix.
2. Knowledge from extra networks.
From the confusion matrix, they defined the similarity matrix as:
S =
1
2
(C + CT )
Based on it, they merged the most similar classes together. To classify, they
divided the probability equally among all the subclasses.
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Figure 2.2: Knowledge from confusion matrix.[9]
To learn from extra-network knowledge, they took publicly available net-
works trained on other datasets: ImageNET and Places205.
They defined soft labels for the images by using their outputs “...describ-
ing the scene content of each image with a distribution over the pretrained
class space”. With this, ambiguous classes used to have similar soft labels,
but they depend on the single image, so they were able to capture intra-class
variance.
Let us use the hard and soft label to guide the training process by mini-
mizing the following loss function:
`(D) = −
(∑
Ii∈D
K1∑
k=1
I (yi = k) log pi,k + λ
∑
Ii∈D
K2∑
k=1
qi,k log fi,k
)
where:
• D: is the training dataset,
• Ii: is the ith image,
• yi: is the ground truth hard label,
• pi: is the predicted hard label,
• fi: is the soft label obtained by extra network,
• qi: is the predicted soft label,
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• λ= 0.5, is the balancing parameter,
• K1, is the number of classes in main model,
• K2, is the number of classes in knowledge model.
If we look at Table 2.4, we can see that the scene networks (learning from
Places205), perform better than object networks (learning from ImageNet),
and that learning from the confusion matrix. We also see that, again, the
combination of the predictions of one or more nets leads to better results.
The researchers submitted their work for Places Challenge in 2015 and
2016, and for LSUN Challenge 2016, under the name of SIAT MMLAB Team.
As we can see in the following result tables, they got a 2nd and 4th post in
Places Challenge in 2015 and 2016, and won LSUN Challenge 2016[4].
Table 2.4: Knowledge-guided dissambiguation CNNs Results.[9]
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Table 2.5: SIAT MMLAB Results in Places challenge 2015.[9]
Table 2.6: SIAT MMLAB Results LSUN Challenge validation set.[9]
Table 2.7: SIAT MMLAB Results LSUN Challenge 2016.[9]
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2.2 Scene recognition in Egocentric Data
Computer vision on egocentric data is a very recent field, and, therefore,
there is not much literature to relay on. Nevertheless, we can mention the
research team from the University of Catania, that is working on this.
In 2015 they published their work on recognizing personal context from
egocentric images [10], where they proposed their algorithms to identify ev-
eryday scenes from an user wearing an egocentric camera. They consider
classes such as car, TV, office, etc. They propose to use several classifiers to
provide the final label incrementally: they first discriminate between negative
samples (from context they are not considering) and positive, and then they
have several 1 vs 1 classifiers in order to discriminate between the considered
contexts.
They consider different data representations, and use data aquired from
different cameras, being in the end able to discriminate positively among
the considered contexts. Later, they continued this research and started
analysing egocentric videos [11]. Their approach is very similar to the one
used with images two years before, but this time they consider a multiclass
classifier first, and a method to reject negatives afterwards.
They again consider different devices and their different characteristics,
getting to the conclusion that using a head mounter wide-angular device was
better to identify scenes, and that using convolutional neural network based
representation was the best choice.
Our results are not comparable to theirs, since we will be considering
many more food related classes, and they have a much more adequate device
than ours.
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3Methodology
Neural Networks The best way to understand the functioning of a Neural
Network is to make a short review of the history of the field. As their name
suggests, Neural Networks (also called Artificial Neural Networks) intend to
emulate the behaviour of a real network of neurons, so initially they tried to
reproduce the behaviour of a biological neuron.
The first model of artificial neuron was proposed by McChulloch and
Pitts in 1943[12]. It modeled as a Threshold Logic Unit (TLU), with loose
biological reminiscence. It proposed an activation function, that given the
sum of the weighted inputs (
∑
zjwkj), provided a positive output, or neuron
activation (yk), if it was above a given threshold µk.
yk =
{
1, if
∑
j zjwkj − µk ≥ 0,
0, otherwise.
15
Figure 3.1: McChulloch and Pitts neuron[12]
They proved that any logical function of n variables could be computed
by a network of TLUs, since any logical function can be expressed by ANDs,
ORs and NOTs functions, and all of these could be easily represented by a
single Threshold Logic Unit.
This was very interesting, but there was no actual learning: the modeling
of the function was not automatic. It was Frank Rossenblat the one that
in 1958 proposed the first way to adapt the inputs weights of a neuron,
by designing his perceptron [13]. The perceptron is a single neuron with
adjustable synaptic weights and a threshold activation function.
Rosenblatt developed an error-correction rule to adapt these weights: the
perceptron learning rule.
The activation function proposed by McChulloch and Pitts can be gen-
eralized as:
yi = fi
(∑
i
wijXi,
)
where wij are the weights of the inputs and Xi are the inputs, and the
activation function fi can be any non-linear function. The threshold has been
included in the function, adding an extra component in Xi, whose value is
fixed at 1.
Rossenblat studied the potential of a single learning, receiving a series
of inputs, and proposed the Perceptron Learning Rule, to adapt the weight
values to classification problems.
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This learning algorithm was based in Hebb’s rule, suggested in 1949 by
Donald Hebb, who said as it follows:
“When an axon of cell A is near enough to excite a cell B and
repeatedly or persistently takes part in firing it, some growth process
or metabolic change takes place in one or both cells, such that A’s
efficiency as one of the cells firing B is increased.”
– Donald O. Hebb, The Organization of Behavior, Wiley, New York,
1949
This means that when two neighbour neurons were fired together repeat-
edly, the physical connection between them strengthened, making easier and
faster new activations between them. This proposal was proved experimen-
tally later, and it is believed to have a strong relationship with the learning
process.
Rosenblatt wanted to apply this to his Perceptron, and he understood
that to change the connections between neurons, he had to modify the
weights, adapting them to the learnt problem.
According to[14], the algorithm considered:
• x, the input,
• d, the real output (ground truth),
• y, the obtained output,
• t, the iteration number,
• η, the gain or step size.
The proposed algorithm consisted in the following:
1. First, initialize the weights and bias (threshold) to zero or small random
numbers.
2. Get and input (x) and calculate the output (y).
3. Update the weights taking into account the difference between the ob-
tained, y and desired output, d.
wi(t+ 1) = wi(t) + η(d− y)x
4. Repeat 2 and 3 until the error is lower than a threshold or a maximum
number of iterations.
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So, this was the first approach to machine learning with neural networks.
Nevertheless, this method has several drawbacks, the most important of all
was that it could only learn linearly separable problems, and most of the
real life challenges do not fall in this category. All these limitations were
collected in the book Perceptrons [15], published in 1969, and lead to a general
abandonment of research in the field during the 70s.
Although new successful approaches with Neural Networks were proposed
in the early 80s (worth mentioning Hopfield Networks [16] and Boltzmann
Machines [17]), the real revolution came with the new learning algorithm
proposed in 1986 by Rumelhart, Hinton and Williams[18]. They managed
to overcome the limitation mentioned in Perceptrons [15], and to make Neu-
ral Networks applicable in non linear problems. They called the method
“Backward propagation of errors” and was later known simply as “Back-
propagation”.
Backpropagation used with gradient descent become then the standard
solver for Artificial Neural Networks, and remains being widely used nowa-
days. After seen the effectiveness of the Backpropagation algorithm, new,
deeper networks were designed. It is worth to mention one of the first Con-
volutional Neural Network proposed, and one of the first being able to be
considered deep. In 1998, almost 10 years before of the raise of Deep Learn-
ing, Yann LeCun proposed the LeNet[19]( see Figure 3.2).
Formed by two convolutional + max-pooling layers and two fully con-
nected, it is nowadays usually used to introduce the concept of Deep Learn-
ing, specially when applied to Computer Vision, before getting into business
with more complicated architectures.
Even before the raise of Deep Learning, Convolutional Neural Networks
started getting good results, while the other deep architectures were found
too complex and difficult to train with the current hardware resources.
Figure 3.2: LeNet architecture as proposed in [19]
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Although the good results of the early convolutional networks, we can
only talk of moderate success of backpropagation and neural networks, as
several limitations were also present. This was mostly a method for super-
vised learning, and there were no large labeled datasets (the one million,
two hundred thousand labeled images used for the ImageNET challenge just
sounded impossible). It was possible (and likely) for the algorithm to get
stuck in poor minima, and remain far away from the absolute optimal result.
In addition, the learning time seemed not to scale well when adding hidden
layers, and they did not have the hardware resources to face it.
In 2006, the large labeled datasets were not such an oddity, the hardware
was much better, and ways of initializing the weights to avoid poor minima
had been found. That was the moment when Hinton proposed the Deep
Belief Networks[20], with a learning algorithm divided in two steps:
1. Greedy layer-wise pre-training, based on an unsupervised training al-
gorithm for Restricted Boltzmann Machines.
2. A supervised fine-tuning of the whole network.
From that moment, Deep Architectures started to provide better results
than the previous proposals in many known problems: MNIST (images),
Reuters (documents) and TIMIT(recordings in English) Data Sets classifica-
tion, ImageNET, etc. [21]
Convolutional Neural Networks The convolution of an image can be
defined as the process of replacing each element of the image with a linear
combination of its neighbours, weighted by a kernel.
To understand how this works, we can look at Figure 3.3. In blue we can
see an input, that could be an RGB image of 5x5 with a pad of 1, making
it an input of 7x7. We are applying two filters (kernels) of size 3x3 (in red)
to obtain the output (green). How is this applied? We use a technique of
sliding window, with a stride of 2. The stride defines the number of positions
advanced at a time, and therefore the size of the output. For instance, here,
if the stride was 1, the output would be 5x5.
The output is calculated simply by performing a dot product of the se-
lected region of the input by the filter, adding it all, and finally adding the
bias.
For the selected step in the image, with si = 2 and sj = 2, the output
would be:
o[1, 1, 0] =
2∑
i=0
2∑
j=0
2∑
k=0
(xi+si,j+sj ,k ∗ w0,i,j,k) + b0
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o[1, 1, 0] = (3 + 5− 2) + 1 = 7
Figure 3.3: Application of filters [22]
To see how this is arranged in a neural network, we can look at Figure 3.4.
The neurons of a convolutional layer are arranged in 3D, having width, height
(the dimensions of the input image) and depth (3 for the input RGB image,
and the number of filters obtained when concatenating several convolutional
layers).
Usually, when checking the shape of the convolutional layer in our pre-
ferred deep learning framework, we will find out that it shows us four dimen-
sions. The fourth will correspond to the number of filters we are calculating.
In order to reduce the spatial size of the representation and to lower the
number of parameters, pooling layers are often added after the convolutional
layers. Their work is very simple.
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Figure 3.4: Convolutional layer [22]
It works in a similar way to the convolutionals: a sliding window method
of a size (kernel size) and with a stride.
According to the selected function (usually max, or average), the output
is calculated. If max function is selected, the output will be the maximum
value of the selected region, see Figure3.5.
Figure 3.5: Max pooling layer [22]
In most architectures, after several concatenations of convolutional +
pooling layers, one or several Fully Connected layers are added. They have
full connections to all the outputs of the previous layer, and the last one
provides the final output of the network. In case of a classification problem,
the last one will have n units, being n the number of different classes we are
considering.
Popular Architectures Since Yann LeCun’s LeNet there have been
several architectures that have been widely used, since their first proposal.
Most of them remain being used nowadays for tasks of computer vision.
• AlexNet This was the work that made Convolutional Neural Networks
popular. It was submitted to the ImageNET challenge in 2012 and won
by a wide difference of performance with the second classified (16% vs
26% of error).
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They proposed an architecture based on LeNet, but with followed Con-
volutional Layers, instead of the typical Convolutional Layer + Pooling
used normally. It contains 5 convolutional layers and 3 fully-connected
layers, that led to 60 million parameters and 650000 neurons. An
overview of the architecture can be seen in Figure 3.6.
Figure 3.6: AlexNet, [23]
• GoogleNet The winners of ImageNET 2014 were Szegedy et al. from
Google with their now widely known GoogleNet. This was a 22 layer’s
network, but included a revolutionary Inception Module that reduced
the number of parameters to “only” 4 millions. Also, instead of using
Fully Connected Layers in the latest layers, they use Average Pooling,
reducing significantly the number of parameters (see Figure 3.7).
Figure 3.7: GoogleNet, [24]
• VGGNet Also in 2014 the Visual Geometry Group of Oxford Uni-
versity proposed their own architecture, running for ImageNET too,
although being outperformed by GoogleNet. They proposed a 16 lay-
ers networks with 140 millions of parameters to train. The net diagram
can be seen in Figure 3.8.
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Most of them were in the Fully Connected layers (FC), and performance
was improved after finding out that they could be drastically reduced
by not using FC. The deepest architecture so far, proposed a 152-layer
network (see Figure 3.9), without fully connected layers at the end of
the network. It is today’s usual default choice for using Convolutional
Neural Networks, in practice.
Figure 3.8: VGGNet, [25]
• ResNet
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Figure 3.9: ResNet of 34 layers, [26]
In table 3.1 we can see a comparison of the number of parameters learnt by
each kind of network we have commented. We must remark that in AlexNet
and VGGNet, most parameters are in the fully connected layers. GoogleNet
and ResNet do not use them.
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Net # Parameters
AlexNet 60 millions
GoogleNet 4 millions
VGGNet 140 millions
ResNet-152 60 millions
Table 3.1: Comparison on number of parameters in the most popular
architectures.
3.1 Adressing the unbalanced problem
In Egoplaces we will face the challenge of having very unbalanced classes, so
we have to decide how to deal with it. With Food Related Places we can
afford to discard some images, but not with Egoplaces.
So we devised four different strategies to deal with it.
3.1.1 Iterative training per number of images
First, we decided to train the network by adding the classes by groups of two
or three at a time. The strategy is as follows:
1. We train with N different labels, getting the weights learned by the
iteration before.
2. We select two or three more labels, selecting from the classes not in-
cluded already, the ones with more images available.
3. Repeat from 1. until we have all the labels.
3.1.2 Iterative training as semantic hierarchy
The other option was to divide the classes semantically from less specific to
more, from Food Vs No Food to all the 28 classes, passing through labels
like Eating, or Drinking, related to the kind of food related places.
The steps would be:
1. Train with the current labels, starting from Food vs No food.
2. From the current labels:
(a) Select the current leafs of the tree that can still be divided.
(b) From them, get the one with most images available and split it in
more specific labels.
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3. Repeat until we get all the labels.
3.1.3 Bayesian inference
Inspired in the hierarchy we mentioned before, we propose to use it as a
Bayesian network, since we expect to get a less and less accurate model as
we keep adding new labels.
The output of our network can be considered as a probability to belong
to one label or another, it is easy to see this as a Bayesian network.
No FoodFood
PreparingAcquiringEating
OutHome
Figure 3.10: Sample of our food hierarchy
For instance, if we had a net like the one in Figure 3.10, we would have
three models, product of the iterative training commented before. One cor-
responding to Food vs No Food, other to Eating vs Acquiring vs Preparing
vs No Food and Eating home vs Eating out vs Acquiring vs Preparing vs No
Food. Bayes rule says that:
P (A|B) = P (B|A)P (A)
P (B)
Imagine we want to predict the probability of an image to belong to class
Eating. From the first iteration, we have as outputs P (food) and P (nofood).
From the second iteration, we have as output P (eating|food), P (acquiring|food)
and P (preparing|food). We also know that Eating, Acquiring and Preparing
are always Food.
So, following Bayes rule we have that:
P (food|eating) = P (eating|food) ∗ P (food)
P (eating)
Therefore:
P (eating) =
P (eating|food) ∗ P (food)
P (food|eating)
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And we know that eating is always food, so p(food|eating) = 1.
P (eating) = P (eating|food) ∗ P (food)
With this, we can go to the next level and infer P (home)
P (home) = P (home|eating)∗P (eating) = P (home|eating)∗P (eating|food)∗P (food)
3.1.4 Image repetition
All these techniques we have commented before, have one thing in common:
in order to make the network learn well, we must balance the dataset. If we
train a network with unbalanced classes, it is very likely that the network
tend to predict the most frequent class for every inputs, as it will lead it
to a very possible hit. The problem is that we are discarding pictures, and,
with Egoplaces, that is something that we should not afford. We decided to
try and train with all the food related images, and balance the dataset by
including repetitions of images with less frequent labels.
1. Get the number of images present in the most frequent Food Related
class, max fr.
2. Randomly sample max fr non food related images and add them to
the training dataset.
3. For each food related class:
(a) Add all the images to the training dataset.
(b) Repeat until you have max fr or more images.
(c) Discard some if you have more than max fr.
3.2 Classification smoothing with majority vot-
ing
In Egoplaces we are working with data that come in sequence, ordered by
time. If we have three pictures, taken at 12:50:30, 12:51:00 and 12:51:30, and
we know that 12:50:30 at and 12:51:30, the subject is in one environment,
it is most likely that at 12:51:00 he or she is in the same place. But our
networks (any of them), do not know it, since they make their predictions
based on only one image, without considering the past or the future.
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Based in this, we propose to perform a post-classification step of classifi-
cation smoothing, based on majority voting using the K - Nearest Neighbours
algorithm. The distance measure will be the hour, and we will proceed as it
follows:
1. Get the first classification
2. For each set:
• For each image in the set:
– Get the k nearest images in the set, by time
– Get their predicted label
– If most of their predicted labels are equal and different to our
prediction, change it.
3.3 Measurements used
When doing image classification, the standard measures are often top-1 and
top-5 accuracy.
We will be using both of them in training, with the addition of top-3
accuracy for testing, since some of our classifications have few classes. Top-5
is used for instance in Places365 with 365 classes, and in Imagenet with 1000.
We have at most 36 labels, so top-5 accuracy is not so fair.
Also, we will present two kind of accuracies: the normal, element-wise
and the weighted one because all our test sets are unbalanced, and we want
to measure how right we are as if we had the same amount of instances per
class.
We do this with a normalization. One hit (or miss) will weigh more if we
have less instances, and vice-versa:
wi =
1
ni ∗ C .
For a class i with ni instances, a hit or a miss will weigh wi if we have C
different classes.
In cases that it is necessary, we will complement the accuracy measures
with confusion matrices, and in case of the egocentric images, with graphs
representing the day log of the wearer. Still, sometimes, when we have too
many classes, so for the sake of understanding we will display the log with
generalised labels (for instance, classes fast food restaurant, restaurant and
pizzeria under label restaurants). In Figure 3.11 we can see an example of
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a daylog in different levels of generalization, and their legends. We can see
that, for instance, this user has been at the end of the day to a food related
environment (first log), then we also know that is an environment related
with acquiring food, because in second log it is orange. In the third log we
know it is a store, and in the last one we know it is a supermarket.
Figure 3.11: Examples of day logs at different levels of generalization
This will be specially useful when analysing failures in our classification.
If we show too many classes at once it will be difficult to read, and we are
not very concerned if the network confuses a bar with a beer hall, but we
will be more if the confusion is between supermarket and kitchen.
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3.4 The software: Caffe + python
All the developing of this work was made using Caffe[27] and its python
interface.
Caffe1 is a deep learning framework developed by the Berkeley Vision
and Learning Center. It allows executing with GPU resources, and has the
advantage of being very fast, even against other frameworks using GPUs.
It is mainly developed in C++ and CUDA, but provides interfaces to use
it in Python and MATLAB, and offers a great flexibility for the experienced
user. You can even define new layers in Python, although they cannot execute
in GPU mode, and therefore are slower.
It is possible to customize almost everything if you go to the C++ and
CUDA code, but it is not easy for inexperienced users. Still, there are several
versions of the software developed for as many researchers, adapting it to
their own needs. This includes a version for Windows (since it is developed
to be used in Linux systems), a version not using NVIDIA drivers, etc.
We used the standard version, provided freely by BVLC.
1https://github.com/BVLC/caffe
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4The Food Related Environment
Recognition Implementation
4.1 The datasets
For this master thesis we must collect datasets to work with. We will be
working with two, one containing conventional images, and another contain-
ing egocentric images.
We will explain each one separately.
4.1.1 Food Related Places
From Places365[7], we have simply selected the Food Related categories from
the already existing ones, resulting in 35 Food Related labels against one Non
Food Related.
The amount of images per class and how we are solving the unbalance
problem will be explained later. The selected labels can be seen in Table 4.1.
We can notice already that we have several labels that can be easily
confused, as they correspond to similar categories, such as market indoor
and market outdoor, or pizzeria and restaurant.
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Label Class
0 non food
1 bakery/shop
2 balcony/interior
3 banquet hall
4 bar
5 bazaar/indoor
6 bazaar/outdoor
7 beer garden
8 beer hall
9 butchers shop
10 cafeteria
11 campsite
12 candy store
13 coffee shop
14 delicatessen
15 diner/outdoor
16 dining hall
17 dining room
18 fastfood restaurant
19 food court
20 galley
21 greenhouse/indoor
22 ice cream parlor
23 kitchen
24 market/indoor
25 market/outdoor
26 movie theater/indoor
27 pantry
28 picnic area
29 pizzeria
30 pub/indoor
31 restaurant
32 restaurant kitchen
33 restaurant patio
34 supermarket
35 sushi bar
Table 4.1: Labels selected for Food Related Places
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4.1.2 Egoplaces
This dataset was collected by us, using Narrative1 cameras. This are tiny
wearable cameras as the one seen in Figure 4.1. This cameras are meant to
be clipped to a jersey’s collar or to a necklace, and be worn like that. They
are supposed to be located in the wearer’s chest, and they intend to emulate
the user’s vision.
By default, they take a picture every 30 seconds, although you can modify
this parameter and make it take pictures more or less often.
Their main advantage is their size and weight: they are tiny and discrete,
very easy to wear. On the other hand, we have to say that one drawback is
that they do not have a wide view range, and wear it on your chest makes it
very easy to cause occlusions with the user’s clothes, hair or hands. Of course,
to have the hands at sight can be a great advantage for other problems, such
as activity recognition, but not for ours.
Figure 4.1: Narrative Camera
We have collected images corresponding to eleven different subjects (peo-
ple wearing the camera), distributed in 107 different sets.
All the camera wearers have agreed to respect the principles of ethics
associated with them wearing the camera, founded on a set of moral principles
of the Code of Human Research Ethics of the British Psychological Society
(2010). They include:
1http://getnarrative.com/
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• Respect for autonomy We assume that the lifelogging data have
been acquired by voluntariness of the persons wearing the camera, we
will treat the data with the proper confidentiality, and anonymity; we
will not discover any data about a person without his/her permission.
We will work to protect the rights, privacy, dignity, and well-being
of those that we study. In particular, anonymity and confidentiality
will be ensured in our publications and dissemination unless explicit
permission.
• Beneficence We adopt the responsibility of doing good by our re-
search in this project.
• Non-maleficence We have the responsibility of avoiding any harm
with our research.
• Justice We are aware of the importance of the benefits and burdens
of research being distributed equally. To achieve these principles, we
will take all measures to:
– Work on encrypted data so that it will be impossible for partici-
pants or third parties who find devices to access images.
– Control and inform where the data are stored to avoid their un-
controlled distribution.
– Anonimyze persons appearance in images in publications and ex-
positions (except their explicit permission).
– Do not discuss the content with anyone outside of the team.
– Do not identify anyone recognized in the images.
– Store the images safely.
– Be aware of how sensitive the data are.
When wearing the camera to acquire data for research, we will:
– get verbal permission of persons around when possible (family,
friends, colleagues),
– be prepared for questions by the public with a short sentence that
explains the device and concludes with an offer to remove if they
are feeling uncomfortable
– switch off the camera as soon we feel uncomfortable or feel people
around feel uncomfortable,
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– remove device in any situation where it is attracting unwanted
attention, or they feel threatened or uneasy wearing the device,
– give the opportunity to persons that have been captured when we
are wearing the camera to review and remove their pictures or
remove their identifiable features,
– switch off the camera in public spaces where photography is pro-
hibited (Banks, swimming pools, airport security, dressing rooms,
etc.).
Since this is a brand new project with no precedents to look as guide, or
example, we had to decide our own labeling method. The dataset was labeled
manually, and the reference labels were the ones contained in the Food Re-
lated Places. Nevertheless, we were not able to gather images corresponding
to some of the labels present in Food Related Places, and had to add a new
class cocktail to the existing ones.
All the images are taken by Narrative or Narrative2 cameras, which by
default takes a picture every 30 seconds. Nevertheless, for some sets, we set
the frequency to 10 seconds, in order to be able to take more pictures of
environments were we do not usually spend much time.
We started by labeling the already existing dataset EDUB-Seg[28][29],
and then labeling more images collected by other people in the department
and gathering our own. We ended up with a dataset containing 63.817 images
collected by 11 different subjects and divided it in 107 different sets (sets
usually corresponding to different days).
After all the collecting process, we collected 28 classes: 27 Food Related
and one Non Food Related.
4.2 Food Related Scene Recognition
As we mentioned, we have two sub-lines of research, corresponding to two
very similar from point of view of the final goal, but very different kind of
data from point of view of quality and content of the images. We want
to identify food related environments both in conventional pictures and in
egocentric images. Therefore, we used two different datasets.
4.2.1 Food Related Places from Places365
Places365[7] is a new version of Places2, which is also an enlargement of
the original dataset, called simply Places or Places205. It contains about 10
million images, divided in 365 scene categories.
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Dataset Number of images
Places365-standard 1.6 million
Places365-challenge 8 million
Places365-validation 36500 (100 per class)
Places365 test 328500 (900 per class, unlabeled)
Table 4.2: Images contained in Places365 dataset
This is a huge dataset intended for scene classification problems, but our
main objective is to identify food related environments, so we selected the
Food-Related classes from the 365 scene categories, and created our own
sub-datasets:
- PlacesFR2 and
- PlacesFR35+1, meaning that we have 35 food-related categories and
one non-food related.
PlacesFR2
Label Class Train
samples
Val
samples
Test
samples
Total
samples
0 non food related 573104 63605 33000 669709
1 food related 572972 63737 3500 640209
Total 1146076 127342 36500 1309918
Table 4.3: PlacesFR2
We divided the dataset between food related and non food related classes,
taking all the food related images available, and a similar amount of non
food related, randomly selected, in order to keep the dataset balanced.
As we can see in Table 4.3, from 10 million images, we have selected over
half million of food related pictures, and a similar amount of non food related
ones, making a total of a little bit more than 1.300.000 images.
We have to remark that as test set we are using the validation set provided
by Places365 dataset, as the proper test set is not labeled, and therefore we
cannot use it as ground truth.
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Label Class Train
samples
Val
samples
Test
samples
Total
samples
0 non food 16343 1848 33000 51191
1 bakery/shop 19042 2134 100 21276
2 balcony/interior 20454 2165 100 22719
3 banquet hall 27061 2947 100 30108
4 bar 22879 2547 100 25526
5 bazaar/indoor 3965 456 100 4521
6 bazaar/outdoor 14858 1656 100 16614
7 beer garden 15691 1790 100 17581
8 beer hall 17890 1991 100 19981
9 butchers shop 7857 906 100 8863
10 cafeteria 5170 593 100 5863
11 campsite 30939 3483 100 34522
12 candy store 10514 1156 100 11770
13 coffee shop 18949 2091 100 21140
14 delicatessen 9874 1110 100 11084
15 diner/outdoor 18833 2194 100 21127
16 dining hall 21320 2329 100 23749
17 dining room 36061 3939 100 40100
18 fastfood restaurant 9317 1038 100 10455
19 food court 11174 1184 100 12458
20 galley 3912 418 100 4430
21 greenhouse/indoor 10131 1142 100 11373
22 ice cream parlor 8547 971 100 9618
23 kitchen 36059 3941 100 40100
24 market/indoor 3834 432 100 4366
25 market/outdoor 23410 2638 100 26148
26 movie theater/indoor 5374 656 100 6130
27 pantry 10276 1232 100 11608
28 picnic area 17198 1805 100 19103
29 pizzeria 11947 1297 100 13344
30 pub/indoor 18053 1992 100 20145
31 restaurant 36064 3936 100 40100
32 restaurant kitchen 12940 1437 100 14477
33 restaurant patio 30648 3484 100 34232
34 supermarket 17349 1934 100 19383
35 sushi bar 5477 618 100 6195
Total 589410 65490 36500 691400
Table 4.4: PlacesFR35+1
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PlacesFR35+1
With PlacesFR2, we already have the dataset to distinguish between food
and non food related environments, but we want to go further and identify
what kind of food related environment we are facing. Therefore, we define a
dataset composed by 35 food related classes and 1 non food related.
Again, as we can see in Table 4.4, we find that we have a very unbalanced
problem (we are actually doing 35 food related classes against 330 non food
related), so we need to discard negative images in order to get a balanced
dataset. But here we found that the food related classes are also unbalanced,
having from 4000 to 40000 per class, so we got the average of all of them and
selected that amount of negative images. Again, we are using as test set the
validation set provided by Places365, and we are not balancing that one.
4.2.2 Finetuning over pre-trained Places
Places365 already provides pre-trained models, with quite good results for a
start. We reviewed them before, see Tables 2.1 and 2.2.
We can see that VGG16 has the best results on Places365 both validation
and test set. ResNet is close, too, but since it is a larger net, it is training
will be more expensive, both in terms of time and computational resources.
Still, we have access to two VGG pretrained models: VGG trained only
on Places365 and HybridVGG, trained on both ImageNET and Places365
(and therefore outputing 1365 different labels, 100 from ImageNET and 365
from Places). The first one has better results in Places, but the Hybrid model
generalises better.
Seen this, we will take both the VGG pretrained models and finetune
them in both FR2 and FR35+1 problems.
For Places FR2, we took images at size 256x256, and we finetuned the
network with them for approximately one epoch: 150000 iterations with a
training batch size of 8. We tested with the validation set each 1000 itera-
tions, and stored the accuracy as a measure to see if the network improves.
If we look at Figure 4.2, which contains the training progress with VGG16,
we see that the loss remains more or less constant (it was already very low
at the beggining), but the accuracy grows. This means that the pre-trained
network was already quite good, but we still had a little room to improve in
accuracy.
We took a step learning rate strategy, starting at 0.01 and reducing it
by 10 each 50000 iterations. We can see that the validation accuracy raises
significantly when it is lowered the first time, but remains stable the second,
meaning it has reached convergence.
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Figure 4.2: Training progress of VGG16, pretrained on Places365, on Places
FR2
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Figure 4.3: Training progress of VGG16, pretrained on Places365, on Places
FR35+1
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Figure 4.4: Training progress of HybridVGG16, pretrained on Places365
and ImageNET, on Places FR2
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Figure 4.5: Training progress of HybridVGG16, pretrained on Places365
and ImageNET, on Places FR35+1
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For Places FR35+1 we got the images at the same size but, since the prob-
lem was more complex (had more classes), we trained for approximately two
epochs: 165000 iterations, batch size of 8. We tested again with validation
set each 1000 iterations, but this time we also look at the top5 accuracy.
We observe that the progress (in Figure 4.3) is again positive, but this
time the loss is higher, and the accuracy smaller, although improves.
We repeated the exact same process for the HybridVGG (see Figures 4.4
and 4.5), and although the results on validation on FR2 seem slightly better
on the Hybrid, we cannot conclude to say that it is better, since the difference
is barely noticeable.
In FR35+1, the difference is even smaller, and we will use the test set to
decide which one is better for our problem.
Figure 4.6: Training progress of HybridVGG16, pretrained on Places365
and ImageNET, on Places FR35+1
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4.2.3 Finetuning on Places365 BatchNormalization-Inception
We gave a chance to the fourth winner in the Places challenge and, since
they had their models available for the public, we finetuned their standard
BN-Inception for our binary problem, with the same technique we applied to
VGG.
Already in training, it seems to present a more unstable behaviour and
a smaller accuracy, although the loss is also smaller (see Figure 4.6). We
will discuss the test results later. We must mention that it lasted about the
double to train than the VGG network, and only lost accuracy.
If we look at our results in test in Table 4.5, we can see that for the binary
problem, the Hybrid VGG is slightly better, while for the FR35+1 problem,
we get better results in the VGG trained only on Places365.
Top1 accuracy Top3 accuracy Top5 accuracy
U W U W U W
Places
FR2 VGG
88.08 89.86 - - - -
Places
FR2 Hy-
bridVGG
88.27 89.93 - - - -
Places
FR2 BN-
Inception
54.23 67.29 - - - -
Places
FR35+1
VGG
56.79 59.35 80.61 81.65 87.73 89.76
Places
FR35+1
Hybrid-
VGG
55.82 58.51 80.32 81.39 87.32 89.87
Table 4.5: Test results on FR Places for our finetuning over networks
pretrained on Places365
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4.3 Egocentric Food Related Scene Recogni-
tion
We have mentioned before the many issues that we are facing with the ego-
centric dataset, being one of them the lack of images of certain categories.
We have tried several techniques to overcome this difficulty. Balancing the
dataset, as we did with Places is just not possible, because we will end up
with about six images per class for training (the class with less samples is
ice-cream-parlor with 16, and we are saving some for testing). The dataset
is too small and we cannot afford to discard anything.
So, we tried to train without balancing it, to learn step by step adding
new classes by number of samples, and, finally, to learn in a sort of class
hierarchy. We will explain each one in the next pages.
4.3.1 About the view range
We have mentioned that egocentric images usually provide a smaller view
range than regular images, and this obviously affects the classification al-
gorithms: we cannot classify a scene we are barely seeing! We decided to
(a) 100% (b) 90% (c) 80% (d) 70%
(e) 60% (f) 50% (g) 40% (h) 30%
Figure 4.7: View range reduction in an image from Places365
test how this affects the classification, by performing the testing phase on
the same net and the same images, but cropping them so that we see less
and less each time. We can see an example in Figure 4.7. When we see the
whole image we are quite sure that it is a food related environment, a kind
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of bar or coffee shop (it is actually labeled as coffee shop). But as we start
to reduce the view range of the image, by cropping it, we start to find it
more difficult to say. From 60% and below, we cannot affirm we are in a
food related environment, since we stop seeing the most descriptive object
to identify it: the table.
(a) Places FR2
(b) Places FR35+1
Figure 4.8: Accuracy evolution on Places Food Related test set when
reducing the image view range
As we can see in Figure 4.8, the accuracy reduces when we reduce the
image, making the error bigger. We can also observe that when reducing it
from 100% to 90% in Food vs No food, it does not get much worse in general
accuracy, but it does in the weighted, meaning that the false negatives are
increasing. In FR35+1 problem, we can see that top1 accuracy drops dras-
tically when reducing the range of view, which is natural: we are classifying
very complex categories very similar between them, so losing information af-
fects our classification. This is a problem that we see very often in egocentric
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images, so, already from the beginning, we do not expect an accuracy as
good as in Places, since our images will not have the same quality.
4.3.2 About Data Augmentation
Figure 4.9: Redundancy on Egoplaces, eating sequence
We have mentioned several times that one of our problems, in addition
to the unbalanced dataset, is the lack of data. Here we must consider data
augmentation techniques, which consist mainly in introducing small varia-
tions to the same picture by cropping, scaling, rotating, or mirroring. You
can also add occlusions or other variations.
Of course, the first disadvantage we can deduce of this, is that we may
get redundant information, and this could be counterproductive.
The second, and that is something related to the egocentric images, is
that we already have all that redundancy: we usually have many pictures of
a very same place, with variations because of the users movement. Specially
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Figure 4.10: Redundancy on Egoplaces, examples of class Supermarket
in eating places, where the user stays seated in the same position for about
an hour. In addition to this data redundancy we already have, we add a
random cropping technique that is already incorporated into Caffe.
4.3.3 Finetuning of Egoplaces over FRPlaces network
Since we have recollected mostly Food Related Environment pictures, the
dataset is almost balanced for FR2 problem. This is why, to finetune on
binary Food Related Places network, we are not performing the balancing.
Top1 accuracy Top3 accuracy Top5 accuracy
U W U W U W
VGG
EgoFR2
82.87 76.18 - - - -
VGG
EgoFR27+1
47.81 30.15 78.35 52.08 89.04 65.14
Table 4.6: Results on Egoplaces
We used VGG16 pretrained in Places365 first, and FR2 Places later for
EgoplacesFR2. We trained for ten epochs, and reduced learning rate by step
policy, each 20000 iterations. The progress can be seen in Figure 4.11, it is
learning promisingly, and getting good accuracy in validation.
For EgoplacesFR27+1, (see Table 5.4) we cannot afford not to balance
the dataset somehow, but we cannot discard as many images as to get the
dataset totally balanced. So we discarded only from the non food related
images, keeping as many negative images as positive. Again, we used VGG16
pretrained on Places365 and FR35+1 and trained for 10 epochs. We reduced
the learning rate every 10000 iterations.
For both EgoplacesFR2 and FR27+1, the training seems to behave too
good. We suspect that the high accuracy in validation occurs because the
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Figure 4.11: Training progress of VGG16, pretrained on PlacesFR2, on
EgoplacesFR2
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Figure 4.12: Training progress of VGG16, pretrained on PlacesFR35+1, on
EgoplacesFR27+1
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validation set is a subset of training, and training is a sequence, because of
this, the images in validation will be very similar to the ones in training.
Still, it is a good sign, and shows that it is learning well for both cases.
In testing we will see its generalization capacity.
4.3.4 Learning incrementally, ordered by number of
images
We need the network to see all images, and to learn to distinguish among
the different labels, but we have very few of some classes.
So we decided to see how the network behaved if we perform the training
in several steps, first training with few classes, and adding more incremen-
tally.
We start from the network we learnt for EgoFR2 from Food Related
Places, and add new labels in groups of two or three, choosing them by the
number of images we have. The ones with more, will go first.
We train for eleven iterations, of each epochs each, and with the available
labels balanced.
In table 4.7 we can see the number of total images we used for each
training iteration, and the total iterations we took, while in table 4.8, we can
see which classes we added in each step.
Iteration Classes Train samples Val samples Iters
1 3 9725 1081 12500
2 5 12717 1413 16000
3 7 10508 1168 13500
4 10 9027 1003 11500
5 13 7968 885 1000
6 16 4435 493 6000
7 19 2326 258 3000
8 21 2306 256 3000
9 24 1361 151 2000
10 26 328 36 500
11 28 176 20 300
Table 4.7: Training iterations used, including the total number of training
and validation samples used
In the figure 4.13 we can see how the accuracy for test evolves as we
are adding classes and in Table 4.9. Obviously, it decreases as we increase
the number of classes, but we find a funny thing: when we increase from
51
Iteration Classes Labels
1 3 No food, restaurant, kitchen
2 5 + Supermarket, dining room
3 7 + Coffee shop, bar
4 10 + Cafeteria, bakery shop, pizzeria
5 13 + Fast food, market, delicatessen
6 16 + Market outside, beer hall, picnic area
7 19 + Cocktail, bazaar, banket hall
8 21 + Pub, sushi bar
9 24 + Candy store, restaurant patio, food court
10 26 + Butchers shop, balcony
11 28 + Ice cream parlor, greenhouse
Table 4.8: Classes included in each iteration of our incremental training
26 labels to 28, the unweighted accuracies improve. As we are also seeing
that the unweighted get worse, we know that the algorithm is getting better
results in the most frequent class: non food. Still, we will take a further
look at the results in next chapter, when we get to see the result in a more
detailed way, looking at the confusion matrix.
Still, we can already see that this might not be the best approach, as we
are adding classes with no relation among them, only chosed by the criteria
of having more samples to train.
Figure 4.13: Evolution of the accuracy by number of classes
52
# Classes
Top1 accuracy Top3 accuracy Top5 accuracy
U W U W U W
3 83.46 72.46 - - - -
5 78.62 67.46 95.56 91.82 - -
7 70.02 46.32 91.50 82.90 97.50 95.94
10 70.01 42.18 88.62 69.50 94.82 88.35
13 61.84 35.25 82.59 54.98 91.38 72.60
16 56.37 38.57 79.33 55.91 89.38 68.34
19 42.76 22.62 68.66 45.13 81.90 61
21 41.25 31.34 69.33 53.19 83.32 65.87
24 35.28 29.98 64.48 54.95 77.86 69.75
26 29.52 22.69 50.79 39.55 63.92 49.97
28 35.59 21.86 58.59 46.11 70.13 57.24
Table 4.9: Iterative training on Egoplaces
4.3.5 Learn incrementally by semantic classification
We have proposed one way of learning incrementally, but we are adding
classes with no relation among them, and we thought that it might be better
to do something similar, but going from less specific to more.
We start again with the network we taught with EgoFR2, and, instead
of increasing the dataset with more images, we will train with the same, but
updating the labeling, and balancing the dataset with the present classes.
When choosing the next branch to expand, we will choose the one with more
images per class.
Iteration Classes Labels
0 2 Food vs No Food
1 4 Food ->Eating + Acquiring + Preparing
2 5 Eating ->Home + Out
3 6 Eating out ->Food + Drink
4 7 Eating out ->Restaurants + Others
5 8 Acquiring ->Markets + Stores
6 9 Drink ->Alcohol + Not alcohol
7 10 Others ->Indoor + Outdoor
8 28 Last level of the tree
Table 4.10: Classes included in each iteration of our hierarchical
incremental training
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Figure 4.15: Evolution of the accuracy by number of classes
Iteration
Top1 accuracy Top3 accuracy Top5 accuracy
U W U W U W
0 82.87 76.18 - - - -
1 76.52 60.25 97.95 95.54 - -
2 72.20 51.68 94.74 88.84 - -
3 71.08 46.49 90.15 71.14 98.14 92.13
4 68.21 53.57 89.81 81.94 96.66 93.12
5 69.46 44.64 87.90 70.66 94.39 81.51
6 70.44 44.01 87.04 66.14 93.72 78.91
7 63.08 37.99 83.47 55 91.85 71.52
All classes 60.93 17.88 79.59 40.09 84.71 47.23
Table 4.11: Test accuracy per iteration
We will learn first to differentiate between food and non food environ-
ments. Then between non food and three types of food scenes: the ones
related with eating, the ones related with acquiring food, and the ones re-
lated with preparing it. And we will keep expanding the tree, one leaf at a
time, until we get to learn all categories. When choosing what leaf to expand,
we will choose the one with more images available. The exception will be the
last level of the tree (the actual 28 labels), that we will expand at once. The
reason is that we were running out of images in almost all branches of the
tree, and did not make much sense to expand them separately. The complete
tree can be seen in Figure 4.14. In Table 4.10, we can see which classes we
are considering in each iteration of our training.
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In Table 4.11 and Figure 4.15 we can see the evolution of the accuracy
in test as we increase the number of classes, expanding the tree. We are
already noticing the increase of accuracy compared to adding class by class.
Also, it is remarkable that the unweighted accuracies remain stable from
iteration 3 (with 6 different labels), until the end (28 labels). The weighted
counterparts, on the other hand, keep falling, what suggests that we may be
getting better results in the most frequent class: no-food.
4.3.6 Bayesian inference
Inspired by the tree, we decided to treat this as a sort of Bayesian network,
and to apply the Bayes rule to infer the final score in the test set.
We will take the networks trained in the paragraphs above, but we will
interpret them as the probabilities on a Bayesian network. For instance, it-
eration 0, Food vs No food, will give us the scores P (food) and P (nofood).
Iteration 1 will give us the scores for four labels: No food, and Eating, Acquir-
ing and Preparing. We will discard the first ( P (nofood) will be the one ob-
tained in the first classification), and treat the other tree as P (eating|food),
P (acquiring|food) and P (preparing|food). Hence, for iteration 3, we will
discard the outputs of labels No food, Acquiring and Preparing, and stay
with P (home|eating) and P (out|eating). We will do the same for the whole
tree.
This way, as we explained before, assuming P (parent|son) is always 1,
we can calculate the final predictions like:
P (eating) = P (eating|food) ∗ P (food)
P (home) = P (home|eating)∗P (eating) = P (home|eating)∗P (eating|food)∗P (food)
In Figure 4.16 and Table 4.12 we can see the evolution of the accuracy
by iteration, and we are seeing that as with the model without the Bayesian
inference, the unweighted accuracies remain more or less stable from the
iteration 3 and until the end. Now we are also observing that not only they
are higher, but their weighted counterparts have also improved.
Still, the unweighted accuracy is again way bigger than the weighted
counterpart. This still suggests a problem with false negatives.
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Figure 4.16: Evolution of the accuracy by number of classes
Iteration
Top1 accuracy Top3 accuracy Top5 accuracy
U W U W U W
0 82.87 76.18 - - - -
1 80.76 55.19 98.02 95.55 - -
2 75.07 49.83 91.14 84.04 - -
3 72.04 47.41 89.38 74.39 98.27 91.7
4 71.08 41.94 87.14 64.67 94.32 84.72
5 70.04 41.14 89.63 72.44 96.2 86.19
6 70.79 43.63 88.11 66.80 94.32 75.95
7 70.15 30.77 86.93 59.77 93.37 71.78
All classes 67.25 18.38 82.89 33.34 86.18 39.78
Table 4.12: Test accuracy per iteration using Bayes rule
4.3.7 Image repetition
In all our previous approaches we have decided to discard some images (in
one iteration or another), in order to get the dataset balanced and avoid the
network to predict only the most frequent classes and ignore the smaller.
For this experiment, we are doing the opposite: we are balancing the
dataset by repeating in our set the images belonging to less populated classes.
We combine this with random cropping, in order to get them slightly differ-
ent, and tested what happened.
As we can see in Table 4.13, we have managed to get the best unweighted
top1 accuracy so far, as well as a quite high weighted accuracy, compared
with the last experiments.
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Figure 4.17: Training progress of VGG16, pretrained on PlacesFR35+1, on
EgoplacesFR27+1 with image repetition
58
Top1 accuracy Top3 accuracy Top5 accuracy
U W U W U W
69,32 30.10 87,35 41.16 92,00 60.74
Table 4.13: Results on test on Egoplaces FR27+1 test set on a VGG
trained with image repetition
4.3.8 Hierarchical classification with repetition and Bayesian
inference
Figure 4.18: Hierarchical training with image repetition
Seeing that hierarchical classification and Bayesian inference improved
our unweighted accuracy significantly, and that training with image repeti-
tion seemed to get better results too, we decided to combine them.
First, we performed the incremental training, following the same method-
ology as before.
As we can see in the result tables (4.14 and 4.15 ), as well as in Figures 4.18
and 4.19, in both cases we get much better unweighted accuracy, specially in
the model applying the Bayesian inference. Still, we are not able to keep a
high weighted accuracy, which makes us think of a preference to classify to
as non food.
It is remarkable to mention that the unweighted accuracies remain almost
constant from the beginning, even though we are increasing the number of
classes to classify. Actually, when applying Bayes, they increase a little bit
after iteration 4.
Again, we must comment that the difference between unweighted and
59
# Classes
Top1 accuracy Top3 accuracy Top5 accuracy
U W U W U W
0 82.87 76.18 - - - -
1 77.25 57.03 98.56 94.47 - -
2 76.93 49.98 96.39 87.19 - -
3 75.28 47.16 93.14 72.41 98.41 91.13
4 74.26 42.48 81.11 65.40 94.20 80.81
5 75.80 44.57 88.17 67.47 93.78 80.46
6 76.23 42.46 88.07 62.91 93.91 76.48
7 75.04 38.59 88.29 57.12 93.68 68.64
All classes 71.65 29.41 84.99 48.15 89.95 61.86
Table 4.14: Test accuracy per iteration using hierarchical training and
image repetition
Figure 4.19: Bayesian inference on hierarchical training with image
repetition
weighted accuracies is noticeable, although the weighted accuracy is higher
than in some of our previous experiments.
In Evaluation chapter we will study more carefully their results, by look-
ing at their confusion matrices.
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# Classes
Top1 accuracy Top3 accuracy Top5 accuracy
U W U W U W
0 82.87 76.18 - - - -
1 78.99 56.7 97.05 94.54 - -
2 77.38 50.02 96.63 90.20 - -
3 76.34 46.17 92.88 94.95 98.60 94.95
4 75.28 42.63 89.36 67.37 95.40 83.02
5 75.34 43.9 87.74 66.35 93.06 78.94
6 76.77 43.29 88.10 63.17 93.48 75.98
7 76.27 36.54 87.94 68.80 74.5 20.82
All classes 74.5 20.82 86.12 41.36 89.76 51.55
Table 4.15: Test accuracy per iteration using hierarchical training and
image repetition and applying bayes rule
4.3.9 Classification smoothing with K-NN
We explained before how we want to apply a K-Nearest Neighbours algorithm
in order to identify classification errors in the middle of a stay of one user in
one place.
In order to do this, we must choose the K, and we decided to do it
empirically. We applied several k values to our classifications and observed
the behaviour of each one.
First, we applied it to our binary model. Then to our FR27+1 proposal.
We do this with two different models for further comparison. This is as-
suming that most of the images are correctly classified and intending to fix
the minority that are not, so we choose for testing this the two best models
we have got so far: the one with Bayesian inference, and the one tried with
repetition of images.
We use Weighted Top1 Accuracy as measure for comparison, and we will
see the effect in all test sets. The obtained results are in Tables 4.16, for
the FR2 model, 4.17, for the model with Bayesian inference, and 4.18 for the
model trained with image repetition.
With K=0, we mean the results before smoothing.
In all cases we can see that we get better results for the sets that were
already well classified, while improving less or nothing at all when we did not
have a good classification from the beginning. We did not expect otherwise,
this algorithm assumes a good starting classification and is not effective if
this assumption is not fulfilled.
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We cannot take a concluding decision in order to choose a K. We see that
for the binary classification, it depends on the individual set, and for the
FR27+1 problem, it depends on the model (which is natural), and also on
the set. With this, we will use the best K for all sets in each compared model
as definitive result: k=9 for binary, k=3 for Bayesian inference and k=15 for
training with repetition.
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5Results and evaluation
In this chapter we will comment the results of all the experiments we have
proposed in the previous pages, and compare their results, providing an error
analysis to detect the weaknesses our models present.
5.1 Food Related Places
5.1.1 Finetuning on pretrained VGG16
FR2 Accuracy
(un-
weighted)
(%)
Accuracy
(weighted)
(%)
ResNet152 Places365[7] 95.38 87.32
VGG16 Places365[7] 95.26 86.77
BN-Inception Standard 256[9] 95.52 87.20
BN-Inception Standard 256 KD
Object[9]
95.56 87.4
BN-Inception Standard 256 KD
Scene[9]
95.61 87.38
VGG16 Places365 +FT 88.08 89.86
VGG16Hybrid Places365 + FT 88.27 89.93
BN-Inception Standard 256 + FT 54.23 67.29
Table 5.1: Results on Food Related Places, FR2, food vs no food. U stands
for the unweighted accuracy, and W for the weighted one.
We have performed a simple finetuning process over two pretrained VGGs
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in Places365 and Places365 and ImageNet. We have seen that they both have
a very similar result both in training and testing (see Tables 5.1 and 5.2).
Additionally, we have finetuned for Food vs No food a BN-Inception pro-
vided by SIAT MMLAB team[9], pretrained in Places365 too. Nevertheless,
this one provides a significantly worse result after finetuning, so we will focus
on the VGGs.
FR2
As we can see in the result table (5.1), both networks have a very close result,
bigger than their counterparts before finetuning. We can see that the overall
accuracy does not increase after finetuning, but the weighted one does. This
was because before finetuning, there was a tendency to error to the no-food
class.
Error analysis
As we can see in both confusion matrices in Figure 5.1, they both get very
good results, but have a tendency to produce false positives, rather than false
negatives.
(a) VGG (b) HybridVGG
Figure 5.1: Confusion matrix comparison for VGG in Places FR2
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(a) Real: food, predicted: no food
(b) Real: no food, predicted: food
Figure 5.2: VGG Errors
(a) Real: food, predicted: no food
(b) Real: no food, predicted: food
Figure 5.3: HybridVGG Errors
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If we look to examples of errors, which we provide in Figures 5.2 and 5.3,
we can see that they are cases that are objectively difficult. In Figure 5.2,
the false negatives correspond to pictures were we cannot actually see the
typical features frequent in food related environments, while in Figure 5.3,
we have the same problem in the first picture, and a problem of occlusion in
the second, because there is a lot of people.
About the false positives: in figure Figure 5.2 we have two examples
displaying tables, typical object present in food related environments, while
in Figure 5.3 they are probably product of label ambiguity. The first one
may be labeled as a kitchen, a cabin, or a living room. The second example
may be a market, or a field.
FR35+1
FR35+1
Top1 accuracy Top3 accuracy Top5 accuracy
U W U W U W
ResNet152
Places365[7]
92.71 50.81 97.82 81.24 98.87 89.88
VGG16
Places365[7]
92.65 50.31 97.73 80.77 98.80 89.43
BN-Inception
Standard
256[9]
92.29 51.01 97.84 81.38 98.96 90.05
BN-Inception
Standard 256
KD Object[9]
92.98 51.70 97.88 81.35 98.94 81.35
BN-Inception
Standard 256
KD Scene[9]
93.04 51.71 98.01 82.88 98.94 90.14
VGG16
Places365 +
FT
56.79 59.35 80.61 81.65 87.73 89.76
VGG16
Hybrid
Places365 +
FT
55.82 58.51 80.32 81.39 87.32 89.87
Table 5.2: Results on Food Related Places, FR35+1
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Figure 5.4: Confusion matrix for VGG in Places FR35+1
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Figure 5.5: Confusion matrix for HybridVGG in Places FR35+1
In this case we only finetuned the VGGs, without considering the BN-
Inception. The results are not so good: we improve in weighted accuracy,
which means we have more hits in each class, but in exchange we lose overall
accuracy. Again, both VGGs network get similar results, but in this case,
the one pretrained only on Places365 gets better results.
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(a) Real: galley,
predicted:
kitchen
(b) Real:
cafeteria,
predicted:
restaurant
(c) Real: sushi
bar, predicted:
restaurant
(d) Real:
cafeteria,
predicted: dining
hall
Figure 5.6: VGG Errors
(a) Real: galley,
predicted:
kitchen
(b) Real: sushi
bar, predicted:
restaurant
(c) Real:
cafeteria,
predicted:
restaurant
(d) Real:
cafeteria,
predicted: dining
hall
Figure 5.7: Hybrid VGG Errors
Error analysis
If we look at the confusion matrices of both networks, we see that their errors
are quite similar, with the obvious drawback that any of them can get any
hit in class cafeteria.
If we take a look at the pictures in this class, we see that it is very hetero-
geneous, and can be easily confused by restaurant or dining hall. Actually, if
we take a look to the top-confused classes, we see that in both networks they
are very similar (see Table 5.8), and they are cases that lead to confusion. If
we take a look at specific examples of errors provided in figures 5.6 and 5.7,
we can see that most of the errors the net gets, are ones that we, as humans,
could have commited too. Specially the ones confusing galley and kitchen,
since they are difficult to tell apart. The same happens with restaurant and
sushi bar. A special case is cafeteria, which own definition is ambiguous per
73
True
label
Predicted
label
Error
galley kitchen 29.0
sushi bar restaurant 27.0
cafeteria restaurant 22.0
cafeteria dining hall 22.0
dining hall banquet
hall
21.0
diner out-
door
restaurant
patio
20.0
fastfood
restaurant
diner out-
door
19.0
beer hall pub indoor 19.0
pub/indoor bar 17.0
dining hall dining
room
17.0
(a) VGG
Real
label
Predicted
label
Error
galley kitchen 33.0
sushi bar restaurant 30.0
cafeteria dining hall 25.0
cafeteria restaurant 23.0
dining hall banquet
hall
21.0
beer hall pub indoor 20.0
bazaar in-
door
bazaar
outdoor
20.0
dining hall dining
room
18.0
diner out-
door
restaurant
patio
18.0
fastfood
restaurant
diner out-
door
17.0
(b) HybridVGG
Figure 5.8: Most confused classes in FR35+1
se, and in these examples, we see that many cases the network misclassified,
we would have as well.
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5.2 Egoplaces
5.2.1 The dataset
We took as reference the food related labels present in Places365, but we
were not able to collect all the 35 food related classes, since some are not
very usual (restaurant kitchen, galley), some others are difficult to find in
Spain (beer garden), and others were more frequent in summer, while we
were collecting them in winter (campsite).
We started by labeling the already existing dataset EDUB-Seg[28][29],
and then labeling more images collected by other people in the department
and gathering our own. We ended up with a dataset containing 63.817 images
collected by 11 different subjects and divided it in 107 different sets (sets
usually correspond to different days).
As we can see in Table 5.3, we have 25.274 total food related images,
against 38.543 non food related ones. We have divided them in training
(train), validation (val) and test. First, we selected one set per subject (ex-
cept Subject8 and Subject10) for testing, trying to have the biggest amount
of food related classes in both train-val and test. Then, we divided between
train and validation, keeping a 90% for training, and saving the other 10%
as validation.
Label Class Train
sam-
ples
Val
sam-
ples
Test
sam-
ples
Total
sam-
ples
0 no food 26430 2952 5762 35144
1 food 21563 2381 1599 25543
Total 47993 5333 7361 60687
Table 5.3: Egoplaces FR2
With this very same division, we labeled the dataset taking into account
all the food related classes (27 in total, 26 from places and 1 new one),
resulting in the data contained in Table 5.4.
If is very noticeable that we have classes with very few images. They
correspond to not very usual environments (such as candy store) and/or,
environments were we do not spend a lot of time (butchers shop).
Also, the most populated classes are the ones that refer to everyday con-
texts (kitchen, supermarket), or where when we go, we spend there a couple
of hours (restaurant).
In Figure 5.9 we can see several examples of the images contained in
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Egoplaces, and we can already appreciate that our range of view is not very
wide.
Label Class Train
sam-
ples
Val
sam-
ples
Test
sam-
ples
Total
sam-
ples
0 no food 26458 2924 5762 35144
1 bakery/shop 913 99 12 1024
2 balcony/interior 13 1 214 228
3 banket hall 183 23 0 206
4 bar 1501 167 27 1695
5 bazaar/indoor 180 28 0 208
6 beer hall 301 38 0 339
7 butchers shop 21 2 0 23
8 cafeteria 984 105 209 1298
9 candy store 58 8 0 66
10 coffee shop 1522 154 95 1771
11 delicatessen 602 79 64 745
12 dining room 2552 274 94 2920
13 fastfood restaurant 870 111 0 981
14 food court 61 6 94 161
15 greenhouse/indoor 9 0 46 55
16 ice cream parlor 7 0 9 16
17 kitchen 3201 401 58 3660
18 market/outdoor 327 24 23 374
19 market/indoor 735 76 16 827
20 picnic area 270 38 0 308
21 pizzeria 892 111 0 1003
22 pub/indoor 111 11 60 182
23 restaurant 3277 345 424 4046
24 restaurant patio 54 9 0 63
25 supermarket 2649 278 32 2959
26 sushi bar 115 12 0 127
27 cocktail 127 9 122 258
Total 47993 5333 7361 60687
Table 5.4: Egoplaces
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(a) Cafeteria (b) Coffee shop (c) Kitchen (d) Market
(e) Supermarket (f) Restaurant (g) Fast food (h) Dining room
Figure 5.9: Examples of images present in Egoplaces
Subject Classes present
Subject1 Set3 No food, dining room, kitchen, super-
market
Subject2 Set11 No food, balcony/interior, kitchen
Subject3 Set1 No food, cocktail, coffee shop
Subject4 Set2 No food, ice cream parlor, restaurant
Subject5 Set2 No food, coffee shop
Subject6 Set4 No food, bar, greenhouse/indoor, mar-
ket/indoor, restaurant, supermarket
Subject9 Set47 bakery/shop, cafeteria, delicatessen,
food court, market/outdoor
Subject7 Set2 No food
Subject11 Set3 No food, dining room, kitchen, pub/in-
door, restaurant
Table 5.5: Classes contained in each test set
5.2.2 The test set
We mentioned before that we reserved several sets for testing. We want to see
how the classification helps us to identify the food related environments in
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Label Test samples
no food 5762
bakery/shop 12
balcony/interior 214
banket hall 0
bar 27
bazaar/indoor 0
beer hall 0
butchers shop 0
cafeteria 209
candy store 0
coffee shop 95
delicatessen 64
dining room 94
fastfood restaurant 0
food court 94
greenhouse/indoor 46
ice cream parlor 9
kitchen 58
market/outdoor 23
market/indoor 16
picnic area 0
pizzeria 0
pub/indoor 60
restaurant 424
restaurant patio 0
supermarket 32
sushi bar 0
cocktail 122
Table 5.6: Samples present in test set
the user’s day, and to do this, we need a sequence of pictures, so we decided
to keep whole sets.
We selected them trying to get the most variety possible, so we selected
sets from different subjects. We cannot have all the 28 labels in testing
keeping whole sets and also having some for training, so there will be some
labels not present in the test set. We have one set with only non food related
pictures, and another with only food related pictures. Table 5.5 summarizes
the categories present in each class, while Table 5.6 includes the number of
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images per category we have.
Among the test sets we also have one (Subject3 Set1) that corresponds
to a subject that only wore the camera that day, so we have not got him in
training.
In total we have 7391 images, distributed in eighteen different classes,
and taken by nine different subjects.
It is noticeable again that our test set is highly unbalanced, that’s why we
will take as reference both weighted and unweighted accuracies to measure
the performance of all our proposed models.
5.2.3 Baseline
As a comparison, we get the classification we obtain for the egocentric images
with the FR-Places VGG networks we trained before. Our objective is to
improve from their results.
For PlacesFR2 we just took the direct output, since it has the same labels.
For Places35+1, and since we based our classification on them, we just label
our egocentric dataset taking into account the 35 food related classes, even
though we only managed to get 28.
Top1 accuracy Top3 accuracy Top5 accuracy
U W U W U W
Places FR2 VGG 79.16 67.75 - - - -
Places FR35+1 VGG 37.25 28.27 69.69 56.02 80.33 66.16
Table 5.7: Egoplaces result on VGG trained on FR Places
5.2.4 Finetuning on FR-Places pretrained VGG
Top1 accuracy Top3 accuracy Top5 accuracy
U W U W U W
VGG
EgoFR2
82.87 76.18 - - - -
VGG
EgoFR27+1
47,81 30,51 78,35 52,09 89,04 65,14
Table 5.8: Results on Egoplaces
As we can see in table 5.8, this is not looking too bad, at least in the
binary classification, but let us take a look at the results per set. We can see
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them in tables 5.9 and 5.10. In both cases the worst classified are Subject3
and Subject47, that, as we remember, correspond to a set whose user we
have not got in training, and a set that only contains food related images.
On the other hand, we are getting very good results on binary and Subject7,
that correspond to a full non food related set. In FR28+1 the accuracy is
smaller, but we intend to improve it with other techniques.
Top1 accuracy
U W
Subject11 Set3 92,45 92,42
Subject1 Set3 86,99 85,44
Subject2 Set11 88,64 64,72
Subject3 Set1 45,37 51,33
Subject4 Set2 95,73 90,74
Subject5 Set2 91,92 61,86
Subject6 Set4 88,32 71,80
Subject7 Set2 94,88 94,88
Subject9 Set47 61,19 61,19
All 82,87 76,18
Table 5.9: Accuracy per set in Egoplaces FR2
Top1 accuracy Top3 accuracy Top5 accuracy
U W U W U W
Subject11 Set3 71,28 75,45 91,30 89,13 96,45 95,71
Subject1 Set3 63,94 71,25 89,59 92,08 97,03 98,17
Subject2 Set11 53,71 34,96 82,42 53,70 86,19 60,60
Subject3 Set1 10,24 4,87 47,74 28,48 75,59 50,42
Subject4 Set2 79,10 48,27 93,26 62,37 96,40 65,23
Subject5 Set2 53,21 30,83 84,87 46,94 94,23 51,69
Subject6 Set4 35,21 31,73 78,84 58,81 90,34 72,39
Subject7 Set2 66,81 66,81 86,26 86,26 93,57 93,57
Subject9 Set47 13,43 19,10 58,21 56,51 84,33 78,25
All 47,81 30,51 78,35 52,09 89,04 65,14
Table 5.10: Results per test set on Egoplaces FR27+1
As we can observe in the confusion matrix provided in 5.10, in binary
classification we are starting to get trouble with false negatives. We must
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Figure 5.10: Confusion matrix for EgoFR2
take into account that our dataset contains much noise and some images
might be difficult to classify just by themselves.
Figure 5.11: Daylog of subject 1, binary classification
We attach an example of the classification for Subject 1. As we can see,
we are able to identify satisfactorily the food related periods in her day, but
we are having a litlle trouble with the last pictures of the day. If we look at
Figure 5.12, we can see that the images have a very small view range, as well
as a bad illumination, and it is difficult to identify the context.
If we look instead at the multiclasss classification, the results are less
reassuring. As we can see in Figure 5.13, we are able to identify quite well a
few classes: pub indoor, supermarket, restaurant, dining room, delicatessen,
kitchen and no food. On the other hand, we confuse cafeteria as dining room
most of the times, and the same happens for market outdoor and bazaar
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Figure 5.12: False negatives for Subject 1
Figure 5.13: Confusion matrix for EgoFR27+1
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outdoor, and bar and restaurant.
Figure 5.14: Daylogs of subjects 1 and 9, FR27+1 classification
Figure 5.15: Instances of cafeteria classified as dining room
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Figure 5.16: Instances of class delicatessen, correctly identified
As good example, we can look again at Subject 1, who has been through
all the good classified classes. We see that we identify the time she has
spent in the dining room and in the supermarket, as well as in the kitchen.
On Subject 9 we identify her stay in the delicatessen store, but we confuse
cafeteria with dining room during all her presence there. Also, we confuse
food court with different kind of markets, and bazaar with market.
5.2.5 Learning incrementally by number of images
Top1 accuracy Top3 accuracy Top5 accuracy
U W U W U W
Subject11 Set3 46,57 53,39 56,52 62,32 63,96 66,24
Subject1 Set3 51,30 45,27 71,75 64,39 84,39 75,31
Subject2 Set11 46,29 25,55 66,95 44,44 76,14 54,36
Subject3 Set1 7,97 3,33 34,45 17,95 45,96 26,44
Subject4 Set2 28,09 22,96 57,75 56,60 70,11 62,78
Subject5 Set2 54,49 27,71 73,59 37,42 79,74 40,55
Subject6 Set4 17,82 17,17 44,42 41,83 63,39 58,25
Subject7 Set2 53,80 53,80 79,53 79,53 86,70 86,70
Subject9 Set47 15,42 15,52 55,22 52,44 81,09 66,32
All 35,59 21,86 58,59 46,11 70,13 57,24
Table 5.11: Results per test set on training incrementally by number of
images
As we can see in table 5.11, this approach to learn incrementally was not a
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good idea. We are not getting good results in any of the sets, actually we are
getting worse results than if we did not finetune at all. From the classes we
identified correctly in the approach before, only pub indoor remains with a
high accuracy. Errors start losing sense too: we confuse bazaar with market,
but also cocktail and cafeteria with bazaar.
Figure 5.17: Confusion matrix for EgoFR27+1 using incremental training
5.2.6 Hierarchical classification
This approach is significantly better in unweighted accuracy for all sets ex-
cept for Subject9. This set contains only food related classes, and not the
most commons in our dataset, but still, it is unnaceptable to get such a low
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Top1 accuracy Top3 accuracy Top5 accuracy
U W U W U W
Subject11 Set3 69,68 51,26 89,47 70,41 95,42 81,12
Subject1 Set3 65,43 59,62 85,87 76,69 90,71 83,30
Subject2 Set11 71,12 42,79 84,99 61,23 86,99 65,27
Subject3 Set1 20,18 8,42 53,64 26,03 66,34 33,52
Subject4 Set2 81,80 39,36 91,01 54,27 95,96 63,45
Subject5 Set2 67,31 34,22 89,23 49,15 95,51 59,91
Subject6 Set4 69,45 35,02 85,51 55,09 90,25 63,21
Subject7 Set2 82,89 82,89 95,03 95,03 97,37 97,37
Subject9 Set47 0,50 1,74 21,64 42,73 23,38 46,18
All 60,93 17,89 79,60 40,09 84,72 47,24
Table 5.12: Results per set at the bottom of the tree
Figure 5.18: Daylogs of subjects 11 and 9, FR27+1 classification with
hierarchical classification, generalised to 10 classes
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accuracy. Even with the great error in Subject 9, the global unweighted
accuracy grows significantly. Nevertheless, the unweighted accuracy falls,
suggesting we are succeeding in identifying the larger classes (non food), but
not so much in the smaller.
Figure 5.19: Confusion matrix for EgoFR27+1 using hierarchical training
We see in the confusion matrix in Figure 5.19 that we are clearly having
a tendency to classify to non food, and restaurant and supermarket. They
correspond to our largest classes, so we are just confirming the theory of
the largest classes getting most classifications. We are able to infer accept-
ably no food, kitchen, supermarket, dining room and restaurant, but we fail
tremendously in all the others.
Still, the errors are understandable: we confuse delicatessen with super-
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market, market indoor with market outdoor, and pub with bar. More con-
cerning is that we confuse food court with supermarket, and cafeteria with
non food.
If we look at the daylogs in Figure Figure 5.18, generalising to ten classes
using the semantic tree (see Figure 4.14), we see that we are still able to
identify bars (drinking alcohol), restaurants, stores and markets. Still, we
confuse clear places designed to eat with negatives, as we can see with Subject
9’s stay at the cafeteria (see 5.15).
5.2.7 Bayesian inference in Hierarchical classification
Top1 accuracy Top3 accuracy Top5 accuracy
U W U W U W
Subject11 Set3 69,34 44,53 84,90 54,07 88,33 62,32
Subject1 Set3 50,19 45,54 65,06 62,01 78,07 75,49
Subject2 Set11 72,95 43,50 86,47 65,07 87,33 66,49
Subject3 Set1 37,20 16,61 72,74 44,22 79,53 54,23
Subject4 Set2 79,33 32,37 88,09 45,50 90,79 50,98
Subject5 Set2 82,95 45,96 97,05 75,81 98,85 88,07
Subject6 Set4 80,86 29,33 89,29 41,34 91,40 46,59
Subject7 Set2 89,47 89,47 98,83 98,83 100,00 100,00
Subject9 Set47 5,22 19,86 22,14 43,70 30,85 48,25
All 67,26 18,38 82,90 33,35 86,18 39,79
Table 5.13: Results per set at the bottom of the tree
Applying this technique we are seeing a lot of improvement in unweighted
accuracy, and some in weighted for some datasets (Table 5.13). We had seen
already that even though Subject5 has a low Top1 accuracy, the errors are
understandable, as they are between similar classes, and applying Bayes rule
is not helping, as we can see in the daylogs in Figure 5.20.
If we look at the confusion matrix (Figure 5.21), we can see that we
haven’t solved the problem of the false negatives: most labels are confused
with the non food class.
We are able to identify correctly Non food, kitchen and market outdoor,
while we confuse delicatessen and foud court with supermarket, and cafeteria
and greenhouse with the negative class.
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Figure 5.20: Daylogs of subjects 11 and 9, FR27+1 classification with
hierarchical classification and Bayesian inference, generalised to 10 classes
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Figure 5.21: Confusion matrix for EgoFR27+1 using incremental training
hierarchically and applying Bayes rule
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5.2.8 Training with image repetition
Figure 5.22: Confusion matrix for EgoFR27+1 for training with repeated
images
Here we tried to overcome the unbalance problem by repeating in our
dataset the images of the classes with less samples, and combining it with
random cropping for data augmentation. We can see a good improvement
in Unweighted Accuracy, although the weighted remains as when training
without balancing the dataset.
Still, we must highlight that even if the weighted accuracy isn’t very high,
we have managed to get the highest unweighted accuracy so far, without
losing unweighted, which is more than we managed with any other models
before.
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As we can see in Figure 5.22, we are able to identify classes pub indoor,
no food, supermarket, restaurant, delicatessen and dining room. On the
other hand, we confuse several classes with negative, including cafeteria,
greenhouse, cocktail and coffee shop. Also, we confuse bar with restaurant.
Top1 accuracy Top3 accuracy Top5 accuracy
U W U W U W
Subject11 Set3 82,38 75,49 95,19 85,65 99,08 92,76
Subject1 Set3 78,44 72,68 97,40 96,28 99,63 99,71
Subject2 Set11 75,86 38,09 86,99 55,47 87,44 61,09
Subject3 Set1 32,87 13,71 71,85 32,16 81,79 43,62
Subject4 Set2 82,92 39,42 91,69 53,34 96,63 63,73
Subject5 Set2 79,23 40,29 96,67 52,93 98,59 57,69
Subject6 Set4 77,00 38,54 92,36 58,55 95,96 77,99
Subject7 Set2 86,55 86,55 98,39 98,39 99,85 99,85
Subject9 Set47 13,18 19,85 48,51 42,98 74,63 61,73
All 69,32 30,10 87,35 47,16 92,00 60,75
Table 5.14: Results per set training with image repetition
5.2.9 Hierarchical classification with repetition and Bayesian
inference
In the experiments performed before, we have found out that the best ap-
proaches were training hierarchically and applying Bayes rule, and, on the
other side, training with image repetition.
Hierarchical training
We can see in Table 5.15 that training hierarchically with image repetition
we are getting better unweighted accuracies than with the other methods,
and getting quite well in some of the weighted measurements.
If we look at the confusion matrix in figure 5.23, we see that we are able
to identify acceptably the Non food class, as well as restaurant, supermarket,
and delicatessen, which correspond to several of our most frequent classes.
We are also able to identify pub indoor correctly, even though it is not very
frequent in our dataset.
We still have the fase negatives problem, but now we are also confusing
them with other classes. For instance, we used to confuse cafeteria with
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non food in almost all cases, and now, in some occasions, we confuse it with
dining room, which is much more reasonable.
We have seen before that applying Bayes rule helped us when doing hier-
archical training, so we wanted to check if in this occasion will be good too.
Top1 accuracy Top3 accuracy Top5 accuracy
U W U W U W
Subject11 Set3 87,53 76,57 96,68 85,20 99,08 91,09
Subject1 Set3 76,21 69,52 97,03 92,97 99,63 98,61
Subject2 Set11 80,88 38,94 87,27 59,93 87,61 63,33
Subject3 Set1 25,30 10,92 58,76 31,82 73,33 47,63
Subject4 Set2 81,80 34,17 88,31 45,59 93,71 57,35
Subject5 Set2 84,23 42,83 96,67 49,15 98,33 57,56
Subject6 Set4 80,60 35,19 92,10 58,74 95,26 75,39
Subject7 Set2 93,86 93,86 99,27 99,27 99,71 99,71
Subject9 Set47 12,19 20,23 37,06 44,88 63,68 64,33
All 71,65 29,41 84,99 48,15 89,95 61,86
Table 5.15: Results per set training hierarchically with image repetition
5.2.10 Bayesian inference
Top1 accuracy Top3 accuracy Top5 accuracy
U W U W U W
Subject11 Set3 81,58 50,82 90,05 61,18 91,88 68,70
Subject1 Set3 64,31 57,30 92,19 86,96 97,77 92,47
Subject2 Set11 83,16 39,83 87,39 61,07 87,61 63,33
Subject3 Set1 38,19 15,93 67,42 31,04 75,98 41,26
Subject4 Set2 83,82 37,38 89,89 49,02 93,71 57,35
Subject5 Set2 92,05 46,81 97,56 49,61 98,21 49,93
Subject6 Set4 83,58 33,08 91,66 50,68 94,21 60,77
Subject7 Set2 96,35 96,35 99,85 99,85 99,85 99,85
Subject9 Set47 12,69 20,65 49,75 55,39 73,38 71,01
All 74,50 20,82 86,12 41,36 89,76 51,56
Table 5.16: Results per set training hierarchically with image repetition
and applying Bayes rule
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Figure 5.23: Confusion matrix for EgoFR27+1 for training with
hierarchical classification and repeated images
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Figure 5.24: Confusion matrix for EgoFR27+1 for training with
hierarchical classification and repeated images, applying Bayes rule
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5.2.11 Classification smoothing with K-NN
We are getting the results on different models, with the best overall K we
got in our previous experiments, and analysing the results we got.
We are starting with the FR2 problem, for which our best K was 9. We
can see in table 5.17, that we are improving in six sets, but getting worse in
three. Specially for subject 1, we are getting much worse. We can see what
happens in Figure 5.25. We can see that this is a very short dataset, with a
lot of gaps where the camera is off. Also, we have very few positive samples,
and our predictions contain numerous errors. Here, the KNN gets confused
and sets to false negatives several true positives.
On the other hand, in Subject 6 we do get an improvement. In Figure
5.26 we see that we are able to deal with the gaps of false negatives with
quite success. Still, we see that we are not able to detect the third Food
Related period, as our classifier does not get one single positive.
Seen this, we can conclude that for FR2, this may not be a very good
strategy, since it leads to confusion as much as to improvement.
k= 0 k=9 Difference
Subject11 Set3 92,42 95,69 3,27
Subject1 Set3 85,44 59,24 -26,2
Subject2 Set11 64,72 61,68 -3,04
Subject3 Set1 51,33 54,32 2,99
Subject4 Set2 90,74 90,26 -0,48
Subject5 Set2 61,86 49,28 -12,58
Subject6 Set4 71,8 74,65 2,85
Subject7 Set2 94,88 94,01 -0,87
Subject9 Set47 61,19 61,69 0,5
All 76,18 75,43 -0,75
Table 5.17: Results on classification smoothing with K-NN on FR2
For FR27+1, the improvement is more difficult to notice. In the sets
where we get more defined periods belonging to one class, instead of a se-
quence of many different classes, we can see the effect of the smoothing.
In the model with Bayesian inference, we get to improve in sets belonging
to Subject5, Subject7 and Subject 5. In Figure 5.27, we can see the improval,
and how we are able to identify correctly previously missed images.
With the model trained with image repetition, we get to improve more
sets, although the overall improval is smaller.
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(a) Ground truth
(b) Predictions before smoothing
(c) Predictions after smoothing
Figure 5.25: Smoothing in Subject1 Set3 for FR2
k= 0 k=3 Improve
Subject11 Set3 44,53 29,21 -15,32
Subject1 Set3 45,54 20,61 -24,93
Subject2 Set11 43,50 21,68 -21,82
Subject3 Set1 16,61 6,56 -10,05
Subject4 Set2 32,37 5,09 -27,28
Subject5 Set2 45,96 49,99 4,03
Subject6 Set4 29,33 14,26 -15,07
Subject7 Set2 89,47 90,94 1,47
Subject9 Set47 19,86 28,33 8,47
All 18,38 20,74 2,36
Table 5.18: Results on classification smoothing with K-NN on FR27+1
using Bayesian inference
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(a) Ground truth
(b) Predictions before smoothing
(c) Predictions after smoothing
Figure 5.26: Smoothing in Subject6 Set4 for FR2
k= 0 k=15 Improve
Subject11 Set3 75,49 77,18 1,69
Subject1 Set3 72,68 63,33 -9,35
Subject2 Set11 38,09 38,76 0,67
Subject3 Set1 13,71 17,9 4,19
Subject4 Set2 39,42 33,82 -5,6
Subject5 Set2 40,29 48,37 8,08
Subject6 Set4 38,54 45,02 6,48
Subject7 Set2 86,55 93,71 7,16
Subject9 Set47 19,85 29,89 10,04
All 30,1 31,24 1,14
Table 5.19: Results on classification smoothing with K-NN on FR27+1
using the model trained with repetition
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(a) Ground truth
(b) Predictions before smoothing
(c) Predictions after smoothing
Figure 5.27: Smoothing in Subject9 Set47 for FR27+1 with Bayesian
inference
Figure 5.28: Instances of class market outdoor, correctly identified after
smoothing on the model with Bayesian inference
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(a) Ground truth
(b) Predictions before smoothing
(c) Predictions after smoothing
Figure 5.29: Smoothing in Subject9 Set47 for FR27+1 in model trained
with image repetition
Figure 5.30: Instances of class delicatessen, correctly identified after
smoothing on the model with image repetition
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5.2.12 Final comparison
For the binary classification, we are able to identify correctly the images in
83.75% of the cases. With classification smoothing, we are able to improve
the unweighted accuracy, but we miss performance in the weighted counter-
part, which indicates us that we are discarding mostly false positives.
Top1 accuracy
U W
Places FR2 VGG 79.16 67.75
VGG EgoFR2 82.87 76.18
VGG EgoFR2 + Smooth K=9 83.75 75.43
Table 5.20: Ego FR2 results
For FR27+1, as expected we are less successful. We are able to get to
77.92 Top1 Unweighted accuracy and 31.24 Weighted Top1 Accuracy by com-
bining all the techniques we have explained here: hierarchical classification,
applying Bayes rule and a latter smoothing based on K-Nearest Neighbours.
Our worst problem are false negatives: food related instances incorrectly
classified as non food due to the smaller field of view of the wearable cam-
eras, and therefore, when we generalise to less classes (see Tables 5.22, 5.23
and 5.24), we do not get much better: the biggest error is at the top of the
tree.
To generalise, we have considered ten, six and four classes, that corre-
spond to different levels of our semantic tree (see 4.14). In ten classes, we
are considering the last level of the tree before all the classes, and we in-
clude: non food, eating home, restaurants, eating out others indoor, eating
out others outdoor, drink alcohol, drink non alcohol, markets, stores, and
preparing.
For six classes, we include non food, eating home, eating out drink, eating
out food, acquiring and preparing.
For four classes, we consider non food, eating, preparing and acquiring.
We must conclude that this problem still has a long way to go before
we can actually say that we are able to identify correctly all food related
environments in an egocentric dataset. Still, this is a good starting point.
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Top1 accuracy Top3 accuracy Top5 accuracy
U W U W U W
Places FR35+1
VGG
37.25 28.27 69.69 56.02 80.33 66.16
EgoFR27+1
VGG
47.81 30.51 78.35 59.02 89.04 65.14
Incremental
EgoFR27+1
VGG
35.59 21.86 58.59 46.11 70.13 57.24
Hierarchical
EgoFR27+1
VGG
60.93 17.89 79.60 40.09 84.72 47.24
Bayesian In-
ference +
Hierarchical
EgoFR27+1
VGG
67.26 18.38 82.90 33.35 86.18 39.79
EgoFR27+1
VGG with
repetition
69.32 30.10 87.35 47.16 92 60.75
Hierarchical
EgoFR27+1
VGG with
repetition
71.65 29.41 84.99 48.15 89.95 61.86
Bayesian In-
ference +
Hierarchical
EgoFR27+1
VGG with
repetition
74.5 20.82 86.12 41.36 89.76 51.55
Bayesian In-
ference +
Hierarchical
EgoFR27+1
VGG +
smooth k=3
70.78 20.74 - - - -
EgoFR27+1
VGG with
repetition +
smooth k=15
77.92 31.24 - - - -
Table 5.21: Results on EgoFR27+1
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Top1 accuracy Top3 accuracy Top5 accuracy
U W U W U W
EgoFR27+1
VGG
49,02 41,96 81,90 62,72 93,13 73,61
Incremental
EgoFR27+1
VGG
37,85 37,05 66,61 64,77 81,47 79,66
Hierarchical
EgoFR27+1
VGG
62,75 35,96 8,38 52,57 90,34 63,20
Bayesian In-
ference +
Hierarchical
EgoFR27+1
VGG
69,09 35,38 86,92 55,24 91,52 67,34
EgoFR27+1
VGG with
repetition
69,91 38,53 88,91 57,75 94,36 70,82
Hierarchical
EgoFR27+1
VGG with
repetition
72.38 38.82 81.17 59.14 93.30 71.59
Bayesian In-
ference +
Hierarchical
EgoFR27+1
VGG with
repetition
76.14 37.59 89.72 59.24 96.77 76.86
Bayesian In-
ference +
Hierarchical
EgoFR27+1
VGG +
smooth k=3
72.45 34.50 - - - -
EgoFR27+1
VGG with
repetition +
smooth k=15
78.29 39.16 - - - -
Table 5.22: Results on EgoFR27+1 Generalising to ten classes
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Top1 accuracy Top3 accuracy Top5 accuracy
U W U W U W
EgoFR27+1
VGG
49,42 48,15 85,19 73,22 98,75 94,38
Incremental
EgoFR27+1
VGG
39,76 41,02 76,08 70,81 95,33 94,98
Hierarchical
EgoFR27+1
VGG
58,29 22,50 81,65 56,61 90,69 75,53
Bayesian In-
ference +
Hierarchical
EgoFR27+1
VGG
69,30 42,91 89,87 69,87 98,17 92,72
EgoFR27+1
VGG with
repetition
63,18 44,91 89,40 70,24 96,77 86,29
Hierarchical
EgoFR27+1
VGG with
repetition
72.69 46.74 89.79 71.51 96.18 86.17
Bayesian In-
ference +
Hierarchical
EgoFR27+1
VGG with
repetition
76.14 44.63 92.39 71.66 98.97 94.95
Bayesian In-
ference +
Hierarchical
EgoFR27+1
VGG +
smooth k=3
72.54 40.55 - - - -
EgoFR27+1
VGG with
repetition +
smooth k=15
78.37 45.71 - - - -
Table 5.23: Results on EgoFR27+1 Generalising to six classes
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Top1 accuracy Top3 accuracy
U W U W
EgoFR27+1
VGG
55,98 66,24 97,31 95,61
Incremental
EgoFR27+1
VGG
43,24 53,16 90,15 88,83
Hierarchical
EgoFR27+1
VGG
67,40 61,59 97,87 96,52
Bayesian In-
ference +
Hierarchical
EgoFR27+1
VGG
70,91 57,39 96,90 91,51
EgoFR27+1
VGG with
repetition
72,08 58,87 99,28 95,02
Hierarchical
EgoFR27+1
VGG with
repetition
74.23 58.10 98.26 94.84
Bayesian In-
ference +
Hierarchical
EgoFR27+1
VGG with
repetition
77.45 57.35 98.07 94.35
Bayesian In-
ference +
Hierarchical
EgoFR27+1
VGG +
smooth k=3
72.54 40.55 - -
EgoFR27+1
VGG with
repetition +
smooth k=15
78.37 45.71 - -
Table 5.24: Results on EgoFR27+1 Generalising to four classes
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6Conclusions and further work
Scene recognition is one of the most complex problems in Computer Vision,
because it is ambiguous, and depends on many different characteristics. In
the case of Food Related scenes, the problem is even more complex, as some-
times it is very difficult to distinguish between two or more categories, or the
denomination may be ambiguous.
Through this Master thesis, we explored in depth the problem of food
related environment recognition in conventional as well as egocentric im-
ages. We have been able to gather an egocentric dataset, including over
sixty thousand pictures, labeled in twenty eight different scene categories.
We have recollected images over one hundred different sets and taken by
eleven different subjects in different situations.
With this dataset, we have proposed several deep learning based ap-
proaches in order to analyse the food related scenes an user presences during
his or her day.
As if this was not challenging enough, our objective was to apply it to
egocentric images, which added several more challenges to the list. Egocen-
tric images have less quality, are often blurred, noisy, have occlusions, and
their view range is very limited. The latter is specially important in scene
recognition, as it is necessary to see the whole context to infer where you are.
We studied in depth and suggested several deep learning based techniques,
and we managed to be able to identify quite successfully the food vs the non
food related scenes in most cases. Still, we were very limited by the size of
our dataset, and specially, by the unbalance among the different labels.
We found out while labeling that in several occasions, even the human
cannot guess the category an image belongs to. As in egocentric images, they
come out in a stream, we can infer the label based on the images before and
after the one we are labelling. We intended to emulate this with a K-Nearest
Neighbours algorithm to smooth the classification, and it was mostly effective
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to filter out false positives (non food related images wrongly classified as
food related), because we had more negative images than of any of the other
categories.
The main contributions of this Master thesis are:
1. Study in depth the problem of food related environment recognition en
2 image settings: conventional and egocentric images.
2. Prove that in the case of conventional images the best classification
is obtained by BN-Inception (93,04%) in case of Unweighted accuracy
and finetunned VGG16 (59,35%) in case of weighted accuracy based
on FR35+1.
3. Construct a new dataset for food related egocentric environment recog-
nition consisting of over sixty thousand images taken by eleven different
subjects in one hundred and two different days, distributed in twenty
seven food related categories and one non food related.
4. Prove that the best classification scheme for the Egoplaces is the fine-
tunned VGG with extrapolated labels by smoothing (k=15) obtaining
accuracy of 77.92 for unweighted accuracy and 31.24 for weighted ac-
curacy.
5. Explore the hierarchical classification to obtain categories of food re-
lated environments generalizing to 10, 6 or 4 classes with accuracy of
78,37% for unweighted accuracy and 66,24% for weighted accuracy.
Based on this, we want to propose several lines of research and further
work:
1. Keep increasing the dataset. Lend the camera to more subjects, to
new food related scenes, and gather more images of the twenty eight
categories we already have.
2. Collect images from different devices, to select the optimal hardware
for this kind of problem.
3. Time-dependent approach for classification. LSTMs or similar recur-
rent networks can be of help, to take into account the images before
and after the ones we want to classify.
4. Explore new data augmentation techniques, in order to better exploit
the dataset we already have.
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5. Explore the possibility of unsupervised learning, as it is much easier to
collect images than to label them, and an unsupervised process would
be interesting.
Also, this information could be used as complementary for other research
lines on lifelogging such as:
1. Activity recognition, as it has much to do with the context the user is
in.
2. Social interactions analysis, since food related environments are often
social places.
3. Food detection and analysis, as most of the food related classes we are
considering have often food present on their pictures.
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